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Scarf - Magda and Len -
black

Nr katalogowy: C3415

Shipping time: 3 dni

Size: 180 cm x 80 cm
motif: Magda and Len
The color of the fabric: black
Zobacz więcej

Price

38,70 EUR

35,20 EUR

Opis produktu

The scarf is made of softened linen fabric (in the form of a loosely woven mesh) in navy blue or black color. Edges with
delicate "fringes". It fits beautifully around the neck or simply draped over the shoulders. Due to the large size of the
scarf: 180 cm x 80 cm, it can be wrapped around or fancifully tied up. It will add style and elegance to even modest
styling. It is warm and very pleasant to the touch. And, as befits linen fabrics, it warms in winter and cools in summer.

 

We can choose a scarf for her, a shawl for him and sometimes use two elements to create an interesting outfit ("shawl
scarf" styling).

The price does not include the packaging. Eco-box as an additional option.

Properties of linen fabrics:
- antiallergic - linen does not sensitize, does not cause irritation and allergic reactions,
- breathable - allows air to pass through,
- thermoregulatory - perfectly conducts heat, warms up in winter, cools in summer, skin in contact with linen sweats less
than in contact with cotton or viscose
- hygroscopic - highly absorbent - quickly absorbs moisture but gives a feeling of dryness
- antibacterial - resistant to bacteria and fungi (used to protect food against spoilage)
- biodegradable - ecological - does not contain artificial admixtures, decomposes without polluting the environment,
- durable - strong fiber makes it resistant to friction and stretching, does not age, does not puff, and during use it can
only become softer and more delicate,
- antistatic - does not pick up static and does not attract dust.

It is important to remember about proper washing and maintenance methods, just like we take care of our valuable
printed clothes. Shawls and scarves can be washed at 40 ° C in mild detergents. They do not require ironing, but they
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can be ironed at the temperature up to 200 ° C, without ironing the print, do not chlorinate, bleach, dry clean, do not
tumble dry. Printed parts should not be ironed on the right side.
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